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The city breweries and distilleries and the birthplace of Harley-Davidson
When we think of the mythical city of the bike in the US, you time immediately think Milwaukee is A Necessary Step,
Even a pilgrimage to come and see the museum of the American brand Was Born in 1903, two years after-Indian.
It est aussi not far from Chicago , the starting points of Route 66 , just 145 km away, the city is not goal on the road
66. Yet Milwaukee is an essential step not only for Harley-Davidson Museum. Because beyond the bike, it is a city
rich in breweries , distilleries, music, history, entertainment, museums, restaurants and hotels in exceptional Whose
now famous Iron Horse. And if you want to start the day, it must go through the Fuel Café . The motorcycle coffee
par excellence!

Wisconsin's Largest city and the 25th city of the United States , you can Spend Several days without getting bored. A
good opportunity to make a - little - detour if you left Chicago for the famous road.
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The monuments
We start smoothly city trip by the traditional visit emblematic places of the city, for the first day on site. The bestknown monument to see first is probably the town of Milwaukee, built in European style qui, in addition to Offering a
panoramic view of the city, shows a home Organized migrants. Then a visit to the Milwaukee Art Museum can see
classic works in a building with modern architecture added in 2001. The building's wings open and close (like a bird)
at 10h and 17h at the time même que la Museum. The best view of this masterpiece is from the Lincoln Memorial
Bridge.
If you are a fan of sightseeing, you can go to the Milwaukee Public Museum, a natural history museum, located On in
the city center. Open since 1988, the museum HAS more than 4.5 million objects, with mammoth bones, unusual
stones, and treasured uncommon plants.

The breweries and distilleries
Milwaukke is a city of breweries and distilleries, the opportunity to sample local beers and distilled spirits on site.
Beer lovers will Mainly Participate in The Many rounds Organized by the big breweries: Miller (2nd Largest US
brassserie), Sprecher, Lakefront Milwaukee Brewing company. The beer made the prosperity of the city in the 19th
century Because of the harbor rent on Lake Michigan and plenty of barley and hops. Do not miss about not visiting
the Lakefront, the funniest.
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When sleeping, the Brewhouse Inn & Suites, a hotel built in the building of a form Pabst brewery with copper vats
vintage welcome Those Who are willing to sleep in the heart of the precious beverage. Your could suitcases, so go
to Best Place, qui traces the history of the breweries in the city. Then end your " beer tower " at the Pabst Manor,
designed by architect George Bowman Ferry in the Renaissance style.

The Harley-Davidson Museum
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Last visit in a journey of two days, the museum Harley-Davidson ! Impossible to Milwaukee without making a detour
at 400 West Canal Street, the brand's birthplace adulated by American bikers. In a space of 12,000m², it is the
history of the twin That Is traced. Inside, you will discover the historical models, from racing motorcycles to models of
the war, from 1903 to the present, this includes Some Buell. To complete your last day in Milwaukee, the museum
HAS restaurants and shops and a natural bar just opposite to refuel memory before hitting the road! Memories, no
beer in moderation.

to have
Museum Harley-Dadvison: 400 West Canal Street
The public market
Milwaukee Mayor
Milker Park
Milwaukee Art Museum
the Riverwalk
Miller brewing company
Lakefront brewery

More information on the US
Follow the roadtrip in the US
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